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Q1 - Have you interacted with University Department personnel in the past 2 years? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Have you interacted with University 

Department personnel in the past 2 years? 
1.00 2.00 1.63 0.48 0.23 1064 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 36.75% 391 

2 No 63.25% 673 

 Total 100% 1064 

  



Q2 - Which University Police Department personnel have you had contact with in the past 

2 years? (Please mark all that apply) 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Police Officer 23.24% 191 

2 Security Officer 19.83% 163 

3 Detective 2.19% 18 

4 Electronic Security 6.69% 55 



5 Records Technician 0.85% 7 

6 Police Administration 5.84% 48 

7 Emergency Management 3.77% 31 

8 Security Badging Office 20.68% 170 

9 Front Desk 4.01% 33 

10 Dispatcher 11.31% 93 

11 Other - Please Specify 1.58% 13 

 Total 100% 822 

 

 

Q2_11_TEXT - Other - Please Specify 

Other - Please Specify - Text 

None, actually - the question just said, "Department" and did not indicate "Police" Department. I have interacted 
with many departments. 

Not sure who, but the badged me into my building at 5am. 

Staff taking down information about any incidents occurring in past year on our site. Query. 

SafeZone app 

I am not sure, I went to an active harmer training session 

security or police 

whoever answers the phone when the parking gates don't work 

Facilities personnel 

I accidentally hit the emergency button on the campus safezone app and spoke to whoever called me to see if I was 
okay 

May have been a policy officer or a security officer - not sure which. 

Chief 

my mistake, should have said no 

  



Q3 - Under what circumstances have you had contact with University Police Department 

personnel? (Please check all that apply) 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 I attended a University event where officers were present for security 11.62% 64 

2 I attended a presentation or training hosted by the Police Department 11.07% 61 

3 I was issued a warning or citation (non-traffic) 0.36% 2 

4 I was issued a warning or citation (traffic related) 1.09% 6 



5 I was the victim or witness of a criminal incident 5.44% 30 

6 I required medical or crisis assistance 0.91% 5 

7 I was the subject or suspect in a criminal incident 0.00% 0 

8 Other (please explain) 31.03% 171 

9 I worked with a Department employee on a project 9.44% 52 

10 I obtained a CU identification/access badge from the Security Badging Office 29.04% 160 

 Total 100% 551 

 

 

Q3_8_TEXT - Other (please explain) 

Other (please explain) - Text 

Help with opening up buildings for reservations 

Got help from officers to reenter building as I had left my security badge inside 

I called in a suspicious person to dispatch 

I work at MIBH and a couple of our panic alarms have been tripped here and there. 

Opening doors to reserved spaces on campus. 

Security request at clinic 

None 

Had conversation regarding the needs of our department door alerts. 

I've seen police and security in the new AHSB quite a bit and had some chats. 

Called them on a potential overdose on campus. 

For help when parking gates weren't working and neither were phones 

See them around on campus and say hi and sometimes chat a bit. 

Panic alarms going off in Building 406 

Unexpectedly needed help when my car would not start one evening and I work in an office that regularly hosts 
events and we request security or police presence as needed. 

emergency response to alarms (fire) in facility 

I needed to get into my office 

alarm accidentally went off in our building 

Testing panic alarms 

visit related to incident at building 



Someone badged me into my building when I left my badge at home. 

concern about potential threat 

Just to talk about parking and giving instructions 

access to lab when locked out by accident, requests for badge access to other buildings 

Reporting annual information 

I needed help getting out of a parking lot because my badge would not work 

I locked a key in the room. I called campus police for unlock the room. 

Requested access to office when forgot badge or locked it in my office; also asking for officer/security to watch me 
walk to my car late at night when leaving Ed2S and going to Kiowa Pkg lot. 

requested security in parking garage 

Having a conversation with them. They were really friendly. 

Police and security are kind enough to escort me, weekly across campus. 

Needed office/lab unlocked. 

I tried to use the safe drug disposal bin at the office near Building 400 

Ask help for car starting problem in parking lot 

Called dispatch about a disabled vehicle 

I was stopped for speeding while driving in for emergency 

I had to arrange for security escort for our late night / after hours GTA's from CAPE to parking. 

room access when key left in room, lockout 

Security in AHSB 

Noted a guy who shouldn't be in my building riding the elevators up and down 

locked out of area, found badge, and pre-pandemic used dark hours escort service to car 

An office helped me jump my car when my battery was dead. 

access to facility 

I work Shift 

I work for the department 

They were in my building for something and I chatted with them. 

I work with SBO frequently to approve/request badge access. 

I found a large knife that a sketchy looking guy dropped, and I reported a car full to the roof with trash that had been 
parked for  months 

I have had to prop doors open that are badge-accessed and let dispatch know. I see officers on-campus from time to 
time and say hi. I have had to bring some new staff to the badging office to get their badge. 

I called to let them know of  an unruly person on campus. 



General inquiries usually for police advice, intel sharing 

Day to day operations. Officers and security out in public. SBO issing badges for me. 

I know them. 

I am the approver for a new space in ASHB 

Walking across campus 

I am an lead electrician at cuamc & take care of there electrical problems 

I was badged into the University Police building to drop off checks during the pandemic. 

Speak with officers/security when I see them on campus 

I reported university property damage 

As they patrol the buildings i.e. ED 2 North 

I was locked out of my office. 

casual interactions in buildings 

Attended activr shooter training, coordinated a meeting with police officers, had contact with officers in hall. 

Friendly conversation with Police Officers on campus. 

keyed entry 

I've called about suspiscious activities. I've been on campus doing my job and had conversations with officers. 

fire alarms going off at new AHSB. 

I had ocked myself out of my office 

I had a homeless person on campus chasing and threatening me 

Called dispatch to send officers to assist people trying to get into a locked building that I didn't want to let tailgate in 
with me. 

spontaneous interactions while officers were on patrol or investigating an incident in my business area 

locked out of office 

library 

I was on scene of a medical crisis. 

Needed assistance with getting into a locked office 

Lost and found 

Dropping off checks for deposit - interacted in passing 

There was a man sleeping in the parking garage 

2 times - had to drop-off checks at the Main Security Office on Anschutz Campus and had them assist a student that 
was locked out of our suite (forgot badge) 

I saw a mentally unstable woman walking up Aurora Court toward Bldg. 500 who was disturbing everyone by loudly 
cursing at everyone. 



I needed assistance unlocking an office 

my car would not start and a police officer was kindly helpful to try and get it started 

one officer was touring and onboarding a new officer in Bldg 500 

They were driving through the parking lot and asked if I needed assistance carrying a large box 

Locked out of lab, let back in 

I was locked out of my office twice and I thought I lost a bag of jewelry on campus. 

visited the food pantry (also I have some concerns about the food pantry being hosted in a police department) 

My badge was expired and needed to access lab space before badging opened and could replace my new badge 

Issue with a student 

i notified their office of a suspicious person walking through the parking lot who then tried to get into building 500. 

1.  Locked out of office after hours; 2. Day-to-day interaction with CUSDM security officer 

evening security walk through in BS2 

turned in lost cell phone 

Needed assistant when terming an employee 

Flat Tire 

I was locked out of my office, I couldn't get the parking gates to work with my badge. 

After hours escort to my car. Thank you very much! 

Lost credit card 

After hours escort to my car. 

I got locked out of my office 

security office helped me find lost car key in locked rooms 

I got a free bike lock 

offered a statement to Officers in our building 

I said hello how goes it. 

Door locked in clinic and someone responded to unlock. 

I see them walking through our building and occasionally chat briefly 

It was by phone.  I cannot recall the details at this time, but I thought they were responsive. 

I required assistance with my car in an employee lot (dead car battery) 

friendly conversations 

email exchange 



Office Site visit to University Building 

Spoke with a security guard coming in one morning 

I needed access to my building when I left my badge at home. I also needed assistance after locking my keys in my 
car, but the university had no lockout service. 

Called for escort home 

Interaction regarding systems in the Dispatch Center 

I called security to escort me to my car after leaving Strauss at 4AM and someone was outside the building. 

Have worked with many individuals during the pandemic 

locked myself out of a building; police officer came to inquire about a homeless encampment 

forgotten keys and parking gate not working 

I accidentally clicked the emergency button on the campus safe zone app and spoke with the officer who called to 
see if I was okay 

unlocking offices 

I accidentally activated my Safezone app and they followed up to make sure I was okay. 

Submitting badge and access requests to the Security Badging Office; reporting personal safety concern of current 
EE due to harassment from former employee; discussing concern/need for welfare check on an employee, and 
problem with badge access not working properly during COVID shutdown. 

I accidentally triggered the security office because I used my ID Badge twice to get into a parking lot without exiting 
my vehicle and it seemed suspicious 

during officer rounds 

Gained access to a lock office 

car battery died needed a jump late at night while snowing 

They come through our hallway periodically and one helped me jumpstart my care when the battery was dead. 

Locked my badge and key in my office 

Reported suspicious activity 

Lost and Found 

I regularly encounter campus police patrolling the area 

Lost and Found items to Police station; Childrens Hospital client needing help finding their car/where they 
parked/lost. 

someone locked out 

I had to get let in to my office 

I was being harassed/yelled at by an unknown man on campus 

Care Team 

I provided assistance/escort to investigate vandalism/CU property damage and to address homeless/security issues. 

Given a bike lock 



New employee 

Just casual conversation with Security Guards. 

I locked myself out of my car and they helped me get in. 

i got a scam call that made me alarmed me and I was wondering if I should report the case to the police. 

Needed assistance jumping my car 

Required assistance with a broken padlock in our lab 

Locked out of office and had a suspicious person in my building 

Greeted in passing 

I locked my keys in my office and needed assistance gaining entry. 

I was let into my building/office when I did not have my badge/key 

I locked myself out of my office and security/police officer responded 

getting badge access for employees and someone helping me unlock my office door 

I utilized the on campus food pantry 

My badge was not working for after hours access 

Faculty when police called for patient behavior incident 

I called in about suspicious behavior in the parking lot 

interactions in building 

dental school duties 

security on a door 

Had badging issues on campus and needed access so security came and let me into the building 

Spoke to security officer in Building 

campus/building based patrols 

needed doo unlocked 

Made request to PD via web comment box for more traffic enforcement on Montbiew circa AM/PM rush hour 

helped a staff report harassments 

Traffic accident on campus, and being let into building when badge forgotten 

FOrgot badge and had to ask assistance 

I was late working and i got help from the officer to go to my car which was parked at the rock lot 

I accidentally triggered the panic alarm at my desk and a police officer attended. 

I turned in found keys to the University Police 



none 

  



Q4 - How often do you see uniformed members of University Police Department? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 In a Vehicle? 1.00 4.00 1.93 0.95 0.90 937 

2 On a Bicycle? 1.00 4.00 3.51 0.65 0.42 897 

3 On Foot? 1.00 4.00 2.91 0.93 0.87 912 

 

 

 

# Question 
Often (once or 
more a week) 

 
Occasionally (once 

a week) 
 

Rarely (less than 
once a week) 

 Never  Total 

1 
In a 

Vehicle? 
42.26% 396 29.56% 277 21.45% 201 6.72% 63 937 

2 
On a 

Bicycle? 
0.89% 8 5.80% 52 34.45% 309 58.86% 528 897 

3 On Foot? 9.43% 86 20.39% 186 40.35% 368 29.82% 272 912 

  



Q5 - How would you rate the University Police Department overall? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
How would you rate the University Police 

Department overall? 
1.00 5.00 2.15 0.88 0.77 893 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Very Good 27.55% 246 

2 Good 33.37% 298 

3 Neither Good nor Poor 36.73% 328 

4 Poor 1.23% 11 

5 Very Poor 1.12% 10 

 Total 100% 893 

  



Q6 - How would you rate the overall competency of the University Police Department 

and its employees? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
How would you rate the overall competency of 

the University Police Department and its 
employees? 

1.00 5.00 2.11 0.85 0.73 889 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Very Competent 28.01% 249 

2 Competent 35.55% 316 

3 Neither Competent nor Incompetent 34.53% 307 

4 Incompetent 1.12% 10 

5 Very Incompetent 0.79% 7 

 Total 100% 889 

  



Q7 - Thinking about your contacts with Police Department employees, in general, how 

would you assess the following? 

 

 



# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
The employee's knowledge was sufficient to 

assist me. 
10.00 15.00 11.58 1.35 1.82 749 

2 
The attitude, behavior, and professionalism of 

the employee who helped me was 
appropriate. 

10.00 15.00 11.48 1.38 1.92 742 

3 
The employee was able to refer me to the 

appropriate resources. 
10.00 15.00 11.70 1.38 1.90 741 

4 
The employee handled the issue in a timely 

manner. 
10.00 15.00 11.61 1.39 1.94 739 

 

 

 

# Question 
Strongly 

Agree 
 Agree  

Neither 
agree 

nor 
disagree 

 
Somewhat 

disagree 
 

Strongly 
disagree 

 Total 

1 

The employee's 
knowledge was 

sufficient to assist 
me. 

28.84% 216 29.51% 221 39.25% 294 1.20% 9 1.20% 9 749 

2 

The attitude, 
behavior, and 

professionalism of 
the employee who 

helped me was 
appropriate. 

33.96% 252 27.09% 201 35.98% 267 1.48% 11 1.48% 11 742 

3 

The employee was 
able to refer me to 

the appropriate 
resources. 

27.80% 206 25.64% 190 43.86% 325 1.08% 8 1.62% 12 741 

4 
The employee 

handled the issue 
in a timely manner. 

30.31% 224 26.79% 198 39.38% 291 1.89% 14 1.62% 12 739 

  



Q8 - How safe do you feel on the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical campus? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
How safe do you feel on the University of 

Colorado Anschutz Medical campus? 
1.00 5.00 2.10 1.08 1.16 782 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Very Safe 32.23% 252 

2 Somewhat Safe 44.12% 345 

3 Neither Safe or Unsafe 7.80% 61 

4 Somewhat Unsafe 13.17% 103 

5 Very Unsafe 2.69% 21 

 Total 100% 782 

  



Q9 - What environmental factors concern you most on the Anschutz Medical Campus? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Outdoor Lighting (Dark walkways, parking lots, etc.) 43.81% 414 

2 Landscaping (Overgrown plants, shrubs, etc.) 7.62% 72 

3 Building Design (Poorly lit entrances, corridors, etc.) 16.19% 153 

4 Other Concerns (Please specify) 32.38% 306 

 Total 100% 945 

 

 

Q9_4_TEXT - Other Concerns (Please specify) 

Other Concerns (Please specify) - Text 

lab floor is dirty 

Security too busy writing parking tickets 

Access to buildings 

Homeless tents 

all emergency call boxes removed. Cell phone may not be readily available. 

Active surveillance 



Non-campus related persons 

homeless population hanging around buildings particularly on weekends or evenings 

Crossing Montview to get to the rock lots 

People from the homeless shelter or public transportation wander onto the campus and attempt to gain access 
sometimes. No one is really around to say anything. Many of these guests also I'll find smoking around the campus 
buildings, but no security is around to do anything. 

Generally, the lack of people in our building makes it a bit spooky. 

none 

I think increasing gun violence in educational settings is concerning. 

Dark parking garage 

theft - car/bike 

Crossing Monteview is dangerous. Even in the cross walks 

remote parking lots 

Distance to parking 

Just being a person of color, to tell the truth. 

*Fitzsimmons building North back entrance 

From the parking lot off of 17th, there are a ton of places where tripping is a hazard, especially in the winter 

Unmarked crosswalks and cars not slowing/stopping at crosswalks (specifically on Montview Blvd) 

detours during construction 

i am most concerned about getting hit by a car while crossing Montview (even in the crosswalk) 

Employee requirements to park long distances from where they work 

crosswalk safety 

I NEVER see any security personnel.  And I do mean never.  They have NO presence. 

Ya'll took the police phones away :( 

How about the constant vehicle thefts and vandalism occurring on campus? My car was vandalized during the 
daytime hours in an employee garage which I PAY to park in while I was working. It cost me $600 to fix and the 
university assumes no responsibility. I never see police presence in campus. I do see security (non university 
employees) in the hospital. It feels absolutely unsafe to be on campus. 

No cell phone serive in lower levels of parking garage 

Gun violence, theft 

Gun violence in the vicinity 

the absence of security cameras and secure deadbolt entry ways for the RFW campus 

Support getting to parking lots off hours 



Parking lot security 

Presence of a police force on a university campus 

So many car break ins. Even though my car is empty I don’t take that as a gaurentee it’s safe. 

The new building where the CAPE is located is not locked at all entrance doors and some elevators do not require 
Badge ID for operation to the third floor 

Security at building entrances 

Lots of leaking sprinklers or sprinklers that water insufficiently (i.e. just spray building, road, sidewalk, etc). Also the 
lack of composting on campus is shocking. Does the University not care about the impacts their decisions have on 
the environment? 

I feel uncomfortable after dark when walking to my car. 

Bikes get stolen! 

Lack of bicycle lanes. Sidewalks end at busy roads with no crosswalk or continuing pedestrian path. I have had cars 
nearly run me over on campus twice in 4 years 

the new AHSB building design has open access to the atrium and glass "walls".   In today's climate that is very 
concerning 

walking around campus at night and on weekends 

Lack of visibility of campus police 

There is no one around after 5 pm. Buildings are fairly empty. When it gets dark it is not safe as one has to walk 
across an empty dark campus to an empty dark parking lot alone 

visitors or other non-medical personelle around employee entrances (CHCO) 

Stealing and vandalizing of cars 

Non-employees or students roaming the campus 

Need handicap doors on East and South side entrances of Ed2S 

parking garage 

None, I felt pretty safe. 

Not sure how we protected from guns and other weapons brought into the building 

proximity to homelessness and crime along colfax 

Cars running the crosswalks. My co-workers making it safely across the street. 

Parking garage and lot monitoring. Unauthorized people entering buildings. 

Safety in the parking lot 

Being in campus late at night 

Unpredictable mental stressors for family and staff 

Ice on walkways in winter 

Surrounding neighborhoods 

None at this time 



Spacious layout of the campus. Distance to parking. 

accessibility for disabled people in emergencies 

Montview Blvd Traffic, poor lighting at crosswalks, no line of sight between driver and pedestrian at other 
crosswalks on montview, already reported this issue but nothing has been done for months 

I worry that the interior locks won't open in case of fire. 

non 

Would like greater presence of police on campus actively monitoring 

Mostly lighting concerns 

Parking 

Homeless population approaching me on campus, cars being stolen 

there was someone living in our lab golf cart in the basement of Henderson.  That alone makes me never want to 
park in the basement.  I know you can't keep people out who don't belong, but I've only had to badge in maybe 
twice my whole existence here on campus.  It might make people feel safer to badge into the parking garage 
pedestrian doors. 

n/a 

Actually can we please have dark sky friendly lighting??  I do note security cameras and like that officers and campus 
safety vehicles are seen fairly regularly 

don't see cops very often and the emergency towers were down idk if they're still down near the dental school 

theft of items from cars 

Number of homeless people passing through. 

The removal of the safety call poles 

NA 

unsafe neighborhood, not enough security 

Crossing the Montview Blvd. Cars speed and often don't stop. Especially in the winter when it is dark, despite the 
blinking lights. It is very scary. There is never police around after 5PM. 

Car and car parts thefts 

Parking so far from buildings 

Parking lot locations, reports of crimes in these locations and the absence of security or police especially after dark 

employees not following security protocols (i.e. leaving secured doors open, etc.) 

Active harmer 

Open access to doors 

I have no real concerns at this time 

None 

Walking alone to my car at night 



Nothing 

Lack of staff, faculty and students near perimeter buildings like Campus Services. Feels disconnected from rest of 
campus, and more dangerous. 

Apparently vehicles are very easy to steal off campus and there is neither personnel nor infrastructure in place to 
prevent it. This makes me feel extremely unsafe on this campus, knowing criminals can do easily access and attack 
students and employees. 

guns 

Surrounding areas, barriers from passersby 

Members of the public that are on and around campus that do not have a need to be on-campus. This is nothing 
that can be solved, just how life is. 

Parking 

None I feel safe when I am on campus 

None 

Public loitering, lack of security cams in certain spots 

on the side of campus near the key facilities there is a lot of homeless ppl 

N/A 

No concerns 

More proactive traffic enforcement is needed 

The homeless assistance areas. 

none so far. 

Far off parking lots that are not monitored 

Always wondered if we should have a gunshot locator device 

The Rock Lot is scary after dark 

The conceal carry rule here is insufficient for safety. There are not good plans in place for active harmers. We are 
lacking in safety procedures and guidelines and therr are only panic buttons in random places, totally insufficient. 

None. Only work daytime hours. Keep buildings on badge access only. 

Homeless in/around the Henderson parking garage and on campus. Having gross sex parties with residuals left over 
in the parking garage and maintenance does not clean up for months if ever. 

Speeding drivers and lack of blue-light phone poles in open areas 

car thefts on campus was very concerning.  Saw people wandering in parking lots at that time.  Has not occurred 
recently. 

Walking  through mountview traffic to get to rock lots 

Bike accessory theft- someone stole $20 accessories from my bike while wearing an employee badge, like who steals 
from their coworkers? 

traffic control/traffic patterns.  Specifically, crossing the street on Montview Blvd or from the Harrison Parking 
Garagre 

Need cameras in the parking lots for employees who have been threatened by their coworkers and their bosses, 
ombuds, hr, refuse to do anything about the situation and their vehicles are being vandalized. 



Poor crosswalk lighting - crossing Montview on foot is very dangerous 

Distance of Breckinridge parking lot from main hospital building, walking through construction sites to get there and 
regular reports of crimes in parking lots with no evidence of increased security measures makes me feel unsafe 
walking to my car after dark 

Non-student/faculty members on campus. 

cops 

Long walks from parking lots to work on nights and weekends 

Amount of thefts/attempted thefts with vehicles on campus 

Safety of walk to Rock Lot after dark in dark parking lot with poorly lit streets/lots 

parking lots. car theft. 

Non-university people on and near campus 

Tight spaces in parking lots and removal of driving paths to squeeze in more cars.  Spaces need to be repainted too. 

lack of security in the parking garage where we have been told many thefts have occured 

I had my back window blown out by something when parked in Breckenridge and my colleague had a bullet come 
through her windshield also while parked in Breckenridge 

amount of homeless people wandering campus, also the level of crime so close to campus 

I'm so grateful for this question. The buildings entrance doors are not secure. Not only do they not have a deadbolt, 
they are ran down and aren't even completely sealed at one(+) of the doors. If there was an intruder of any kind, it 
would be VERY easy to tresspass. Not to mention the lack of security devices, or absence of any type of legitimately 
effective one. This is a high risk population here with high risk associations in the public- As a staff member on the 
over night shift, I can honestly say I don't feel safe at night. I almost quit because of it. The poor outdoor lighting is 
also very concerning. 

Increase in crime on campus 

Remote feeling after hours when waking around 

the homeless who are along the north east corner of campus 

Homeless 

Homeless population 

The rock lot seems remote and I've never seen a police officer in or near the lot. 

Crosswalks 

Walking around campus at night, non-campus members on campus 

I feel as if there should be more of the call buttons. As an older adult it just takes me a tad longer to access the app. 
If I had the comfort and assurance there was a call button nearby, I would head to that before I access the app. 

I think there are challenges with construction and four-way stops as bike commuter that cause safety risks.  Not sure 
this falls under this department but it is a factor in safety. I also think all bike racks should be well lit and better 
security protection offered.  Bike theft on campus is an issue. 

Homeless population 

Walking in Henderson garage after hours feels particularly unsafe 



Anschutz can't control this but I think the issue is that the neighborhood itself has a fair amount of crime. I feel 
confident saying this because I live less than 5 minutes from campus and hear lots of sirens and gunshots at night. 
It's just kinda the reality of it lol 

Parking security 

dead bugs (cockroaches) in fitzsimons building stairwells 

Not all doors are accessible. I feel safe knowing that our doors are always locked now (or after hours pre-pandemic), 
but if I ever felt unsafe outside, it's not helpful that I'd have to pass doors without badge readers to get to one with a 
badge reader to enter what feels like a more safe space. 

homeless/transient folks 

homeless persons on campus 

Parking--my department is moving to a new space where there is no convenient parking available to me. I am not 
looking forward to that long walk alone in the dark. 

Thefts and attempted thefts happening on campus 

Surrounding area like Colfax and foot traffic on campus. 

Lack of cameras and presence of officers 

Crossing Montview Blvd 

The entrance to the back towards the restaurant was changed to a handicap door opening entrance. On several 
occasions I have come up to the door in the very early morning not seeing anyone and when I get to the door there 
is someone that shows up behind me. If I were trying to get into the building safely the door stays wide open too 
long and anyone can enter the building. Walking between buildings I have encountered individuals running from the 
parking structures to in between the buildings in the very early mornings. Feel like a sitting duck at times. Too far to 
walk to get into the building for safety reasons and weather. Along with safety the snow removal is a extreme 
hazard. Not well managed for slips and falls of ice and snow. Have heard of and witnessed many people falling 
because of the lack of keeping areas better maintained. If I were to get attacked or approached from anyone the 
individual would be long gone by the time anyone would be coming around. 

The Campus is open 

I so many times have almost been hit crossing Montview to get to the rock lot. 

Unmonitored parking lots 

I work solely at the hospital and have to walk 15 minutes in the dark by myself from the Breckenridge parking lot to 
the hospital. This is completely unacceptable that hospital workers have to walk so far when it is night time by 
themselves several times a week to do their job. We need to give better parking to full time hospital workers. 

lighting in parking garage 

There is several homeless people in the area I've had a few instances in the past where I have been verbally 
assaulted. 

Lack of security camera monitoring our parking areas specifically the rock lots. There has been vandalism and there 
doesn't seem to be a police presence in those areas. 

Police are not a visible presence after dark or early in the morning.  I never see them out of their cars when coming 
to work before dawn in winter. 

Henderson Parking lot 

As a female, I feel very unsafe in the new All Gender restrooms in the Academic buildings. 

None 



speeding 

Parking garage is scary after dark 

The Day Center on Wheeling St. 

none 

shelter on north east side of campus; aurora police are in turmoil 

ice removal, there are no clear paths to walk after snowstorms, you cannot see the sidewalk often, you end up 
partially walking through ice and snow as you do not know where the sidewalk is.  Further I am afraid that my car 
will get broken into.  Lastly my schedule is ealy in the morning. It is often very dark on the Breckenridge lot to 
LePrino.  While walking i occasionally pass a few people and construction workers.  But it is very dark. Lighting would 
help.  I do not want to be vulnerable. 

Crosswalk safety between Henderson parking garage and Bioscience 2 

homeless stealing stuff from our vehicles 

Crossing Montview as a pedestrian 

Homeless Population interactions 

Proximity to crisis center, homeless people walking around campus, people being threatened and chased by 
homeless people, the removal of security signposts on campus 

cars keep getting broken into 

Cross walks 

The area around the homeless shelter next to T36 is suspect. I have been threatened multiple times. 

Random people on campus 

High number of aggressive, confrontational, and often drugged persons throughout the campus. There is no 
management of them or enforcement of rules with them. I have been chased to my car and screamed at 3 times in 
broad daylight. 

Traveling by foot to residences just off campus 

Strauss particularly- exiting when it’s dark I feel unsafe because it is easy for someone to hide behind the brick 
columns and they could see me but I can’t see them. I didn’t see someone on drugs standing a few feet from the 
entrance one night because the lights inside the library reflect off the double glass doors, but they definitely saw 
me. 

none 

The rock lot often has people lingering in it who are not students. 

N/A 

No police or security anywhere 

Surrounding areas,the day resource center and Other homeless who have no place to go. 

more blue lights in parking areas 

large, empty parking lots 

cross walks across montview are dangerous, especially around rush hour 



I am no longer on campus 

Distance to parking 

The blue light emergency poles are too far apart. People drive too fast on Montview. Parking lot and garage car 
thefts. 

Overflow of crime from the surrounding areas 

Have encountered people using main floor restrooms on a couple of occasions who seemed to have wandered in 
from Colfax and were still in the building after 6p.m. whenfew people were around 

people who should not be on campus 

Neighborhood reputation, Homeless population, reduced activity on campus could lead to increased criminal 
opportunity, 

None 

Lack of people patrolling, lack of camera surveillance of walkways, parking lots, and building entries at night 

Parking lots not lit well. I feel like there should be a shuttle to take us to the Breckenridge and Aspen lot. There’s not 
even a safety box to run or video cameras to monitor crime on that lot. I feel very unsafe walking there. 

Police presence 

increased number of unhoused aggressively panhandling when walking out to my care in the evening. 

uncontrollable(?) car thefts/vandalism 

They never seem threatening that I have seen, but the homeless people loitering on campus waiting for the shelter 
to open up. 

very open campus (which I understand is by design). Recent issues with car-related crimes give me concern. More 
frequent (which I have noticed is happening) parameter patrolling would be appreciated. 

foot traffic 

Gender Friendly Restrooms 

The homeless wandering around 

Nearby correctional facility 

People on campus committing crimes (stealing cars, robbery, etc.) 

parking garages 

parking areas 

parking garages need more lighting 

NA 

I come in at 4:00 am and troubled with the latest outbreak of car break ins 

Less populated parts of campus (especially around construction areas) 

Lack of security presence outside 

East Rock Lot overall; lack of bike lanes 

Not enough, or in proper places crosswalks. Watching the officers blow through crosswalks where people are 
crossing. Not watching or reacting when people nearly get hit while crossing. 



Traffic on Montview 

None 

Lack of lighting and feeling safe in rock lots 

Speeders on Montview Blvd 

The fact that parking is so far from most buildings and we have to walk very far, alone, sometimes at night to get to 
our cars 

People camping/loitering around campus 

poor pedestrian walk ways 

traffic management, after hours isolation 

Crosswalks on montview. I always think I am going to get hit by a car. 

home less 

Car and catalytic converter thefts 

Walking to the rock lot at night 

Lack of crosswalks 

proximity to Colfax Ave 

Increase of people experiencing homelessness near the facilities buildings, and sometimes in the parking lots on 
campus. 

Parking garages/lighting during winter months 

parking garages near Children's. I often see people loitering there. 

The parking garages. 

The large homeless population in the area 

Proximity to Colfax 

Car Theft and Parking Lot Safety 

Lack of Police presence outside at night 

Lack of crosswalk from main entrance to West Rock Lot- very difficult to cross the street safely. 

sections of campus such as FRA land, adjacent properties such as homeless shelter and other relatively unoccupied 
spaces with possible criminal elements 

Walking to car in evening hours can be unsettling 

Safety of code team when a patient is dropped off in front of main entrance or in parking lot 

Lack of police presence 

I'm a female employee who parks in the south rock lot, and in the winter it can be a bit dark.  Since the surface of 
the parking lot can be a little tricky, more lighting would help, particularly if we find ourselves in a compromised 
situation. 

There is a back door to the Leprino Bldg that you need to use a badge to access, but the door closes so slowly that 
someone can easily get in behind you 



there is loitering/homeless people/unpredictable behavior constantly gathered corner of 19th and wheeling, makes 
me feel unsafe 

Older buildings with led in the pipes, old windows that can be broken into in those older buildings as well, musty 
smell too 

number of people on campus not there for campus business 

Traffic law violations.  Stop signs and lights a pedestrian crossings is not enforced even when officer vehicles are 
present. 

1. drivers do not pay attention always to pedestrians. 2.)Unsupervised parking lots; required to pay for parking when 
vehicles were consistently being broken into/stolen in the last few months. The university has no protections for 
values when they're supposed to protect employee vehicles. 

I wish there was police presence in the parking garages at least occasionally to show a police presence. 

lack of security patrolling outdoors 

None 

homeless people 

construction sites 

I was very concerned that access to the Research Buildings 1 & 2 could be made by anyone but perhaps, with Covid, 
that has changed and a badge is now required? I hope so as I was very worried that e.g. a bomb could be left in the 
building by someone who was against animal testing.... 

Total lack of safe/close parking for employees and no security monitoring parking lots or garages 

homeless people that would be in the stairwells of the parking garage 

Insufficient patrols especially in the Henderson garage,  I have encountered homeless people there when leaving at 
7pm 

people obviously go after cars a lot 

access to security when needed 

Homeless persons 

After dark 

traffic pedestrian conflicts 

Increased vehicle theft and break-ins 

Homeless 

Dangerous crosswalks in front of BS 1 and 2.  Proximity to "rough" neighborhood. 

No environmental concerns 

Easy access to people walking into the campus from local areas. 

Lack of a presence.  I have never seen police person, car, bike.  Which a big concerned to me. 

homeless population; crime in surrounding area; car thefts on campus 

Homeless and homeless shelter on Northeast side of campus 

Unfortunately the campus is not in a safe area, has nothing to do with campus police but the surrounding areas are 



not safe ie Colfax 

Wayfinding is hard - building signs are impossible to find and doorways aren't labeled with building name. If 
searching for location in the dark, this could be scary. 

not many people around after 5pm, sketchy people hanging out 

Traffic safety for pedestrians on Montview is often very poor as it is conduit to highways 

Lack of security 

None 

homelessness, nearby violent crimes, auto theft 

Parking lots security 

Located in an area with crime stories in the news 

Pedestrian crosswalk button was removed on the North side of the intersection at the CU Medicine Bldg/Montview 
Crosswalk. 

Walking into nearly empty parking lot/building alone after dark 

state of the rock lots 

vulnerable population of homeless and low income individuals and area for high crime 

car theft 

parking structures 

Car break Ins. 

the fact that people can carry guns to work 

Lights turning off while I am working in the office because they are on a timer. It is scary and frustrating. 

  



Q10 - What types of crimes are you concerned about on campus?  Please check all that 

apply. 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Trespassing 7.01% 200 

2 Bicycle Theft 5.43% 155 

3 Sexual Assault 7.08% 202 

4 Juvenile Crime 1.44% 41 



5 Vandalism/Damage to Property 11.81% 337 

6 Motor Vehicle Theft 20.08% 573 

7 Domestic Violence 1.02% 29 

8 Drug/Alcohol Crime 4.24% 121 

9 Theft/Burglary 16.64% 475 

10 Assault 9.81% 280 

11 Harassment 8.09% 231 

12 Traffic Violations 4.41% 126 

13 Other - Please Specify 2.94% 84 

 Total 100% 2854 

 

 

Q10_13_TEXT - Other - Please Specify 

Other - Please Specify - Text 

Active shooter 

vagrants 

being approached by homeless individuals--this is a huge concern 

none 

Homeless people verbally & physically attacking people 

active shooters 

Active shooter EASILY accessing campus and buildings 

Shooting 

Violence around Colfax and the hospital 

Police overreach 

Can you please set something up to actually make vehicles stop for people at crosswalks so I don't nearly get hit by a 
car every time I want to cross Montview. 

Speeding cars. 

suicide and mass casualty 

Robbery 

N/A 

I'm afraid someone is going to run me over. 



Police offers harming people of color on campus 

Active shooter 

Potentially being followed when leaving campus at night 

Getting killed by speeding drivers when crossing Montview Blvd between BS 2 and the Henderson garage. 

active shooter 

Homeless people 

None, but I'm only there during the day. 

None 

None 

Homeless shelter 

None 

Homeless people hanging around harassing students and falcucu 

Any of the items on the list will be concerning weither it affects me personally or not. 

Active harmer/reactive disgruntled employees 

Indecent exposure, public dedicating, public urination 

University staff speeding on roads and on sidewalks in their golf carts! 

I'm not significantly concerned about these issues.  I believe the police and security officers have done a great job 
limiting the car thefts on campus.  I am equally concerned about these on public transportation as there is a lot of 
bad behavior there which moved me to drive my personal vehicle more. 

Concerns with homeless shelter being near campus 

active shooter/threats to overall campus safety 

Gun violence from a student 

Coworker retaliation for reporting harassment and inappropriate actions behavior and managements unwillingness 
to take action. 

anything done by cops 

getting hit by a car in the crosswalks on Montview Blvd 

Breaking and entering, stalking. 

The campus is an easy target, being in close proximity to a major highway. 

Police Violence 

I have almost been hit in the crosswalks across Montview many times - particularly Montview & Uvalda 

Failure to yield to pedestrians in crosswalks on Montview 

active harmer 



work place violence from a stranger or patient 

Getting the catalytic converter stolen out of my car 

So far I do not have any concerns. 

I stated above 

I am a young female walking a total of 30 minutes to and from the hospital because the hospital wont let me park in 
a parking garage like most employees. I am concerned about all of these things. They won't even give me 
night/weekend parking. 

These concern me and occasionally I have heard of them but other than missing the parking lot escort service and 
being somewhat concerned with the increase in car theft, I have no knowledge of these crimes occurring. 

mass shootings 

Speeding 

Homeless on campus 

Car damage in parking lot 

Homeless People 

Worried about growing homeless populations nearby on north side of campu 

Menacing 

I walk to campus. I have to cross Perio and montview. I see many cars blowing past intersection while the light goes 
from Yellow to red and regular see peole groing through red.  Someone will get hurt on this intersection. I feel like I 
am placing my fate at the hands of god everytime I cross this intersection. 

I myself was attacked on campus 7/2020 and have since felt very unsafe on campus 

I appreciate when police are visible on 19th. Too many people tend to speed through which is a concern for 
pedestrians. 

Car jacking 

Police brutality 

Pedestrian crossings 

possible rape/gender friendly restrooms 

Littering 

Catalytic converter theft 

None 

Parts being stolen from vehicles 

Really all of the above are not good to have on campus. 

getting run over 

Gun violence possibility when GSW’s are dropped off at front entrance of childrens. Also staff safety within hospital 
when we have violent or out of control patients. 

It seems since COVID, people really speed on Montview and even on 19th with speedbumps.  Perhaps having a 
speed sign that shows how fast they are going could raise awareness?  I find most people stop at the crosswalks, but 



the speeding is concerning.  I feel incredibly safe on campus and feel that the presence of police officers is 
comfortable and not intimidating (white female). 

Bikes don't always follow the rules of the road (i.e. sometimes they turn when the light is red or go when it isn't their 
turn at a stop sign) 

Having people use the shuttle bus to & from the Fitzsimons light rail station - who appear to be making their way to 
& from the homeless shelter - scares me as they can sometimes appear to be high on drugs or intoxicated. 

cars speeding and not stoppic at pedestrian crossing 

After dark 

...by entrance into secure buildings 

cars speeding so fast on montview it's scary to try to cross the street 

See above comment re: traffic safety on Montview for pedistrians @ crosswalk 

Shootings 

Vehicle parts theft 

Begging from transient people near CU Medicine building 

any of those seem likely 

  



Q11 - Which University Police Department crime prevention/educational programs have 

you attended/used?  Please check all that apply. 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Table Events (Block Party, Bike to Work day, etc.) 12.73% 122 

2 Bike Registration Drive 3.44% 33 

3 Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) Training 2.19% 21 

4 Bleeding Control Training 9.29% 89 

5 Ride Along Program 0.31% 3 

6 Active Harmer 23.80% 228 

7 Have Not Participated 48.23% 462 

 Total 100% 958 

  



Q12 - What should the Police Department do to improve the overall performance and 

service to the University community? Please check all that apply. 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 More interaction/contact with Uniformed staff (Police and/or Security Officers) 17.51% 277 

2 Additional safety and security staffing (Police and/or Security Officers) 19.22% 304 

3 Alternate Patrol Methods (Foot, Bike Patrols, Etc.) 20.35% 322 

4 More Traffic Enforcement to include Bicycle Traffic Enforcement 7.08% 112 



5 Restrict building access to Affiliates only 13.08% 207 

6 More Crime Prevention/Safety/Educational Presentations 9.23% 146 

7 Other (Please explain) 9.36% 148 

8 Reduce restrictions on building access 4.17% 66 

 Total 100% 1582 

 

 

Q12_7_TEXT - Other (Please explain) 

Other (Please explain) - Text 

Have police actually patrol for real crime instead of just giving out Parking tickets 

I really don't know what is needed 

Carry weapons.  Create barriers. 

Clear out unoccupied homeless tents 

the presentations are offered at times that conflict with my schedule 

More active surveillance to prevent auto theft 

Share information about anti-racism and bias in relation to your work 

Make the crosswalks across Montview safer. Place a sign in the middle of the road because I don't think drivers see 
the sign on the side of the road 

Just seeing security around more frequently in general. I can't say I see mobile security more than once a month, IF 
that. 

Increase lighting in parking garage 

Safer Montview crossing!!!!!! 

It's nice to see them our and about and also would have them be a little more conversational with staff on campus. 

Improved parking options for employees 

Meet & greet in each and every department.  Brief meetings.  Discuss the app.  Just put a face on the department.  I 
have been here 2 years and have never interacted (even seen) with anyone from security/police. Should have a 
MUCH higher profile.  Where is everyone and what are they being paid for? 

Rock lots have very little security 

Not sure.  But gun violence concerns me most, mass shootimgs 

security camera 

not a fault of the department, but more security in or around parking lots due to high levels of theft/damage 

safer means to lock our bikes; presence during off hours to allow us to safely reach the parking lots 

Less police and less interactions with police. You don’t make us safe and many of us don’t feel safe with you around. 



Lockdown all buildings and elevators especially our new building. 

More presence on foot or bike from dark to 11 pm 

put signs by bike racks that say "warning you are on camera, do NOT steal bikes" 

Just be friendly and meet people 

more input on building design 

Officers available to be present in and outside of buildings during the day and after hours; officers available to walk 
people to their cars 

Surveillance in parking lots, enforcement of cars stopping at crosswalks on Montview 

I like that the buildings contine to be badge-access only.  I don't see officers often but they always arrive pretty 
quickly when called/requested. 

N/A 

i’ve seen quite a few homeless people stumble thru the campus, makes me uncomfortable. i have seen them in chai 
and chai harassing customers for a meal, and i have seen them by the east rock lot especially with the 2 
organizations for crisis services that sit next to the lot. that’s my main concern. i feel i can’t park and arrive back to 
my car at night after dark because of the proximity to those populations near the east rock lot and the lack of 
security, cameras, blue boxes, and patrol over there. 

Dissemination of info aobut ridealongs. 

I believe the level of safety on campus is adequate. 

More interfacing/interaction with individuals, depatments on campus and in the surrounding communities. 

improve pedestrian cross walks, reopen bike-pedestrian bridge over colfax ASAP, improve bike route between 
campus and RTD train stop. 

Address systemic racism within the police department 

Restrict building to employee / staff / affiliate 

I would like to see occasional patrolling in the buildings themselves.  I've seen that only once or twice here. 

I do miss the dark hour escorts!  but occasionally I'll see a patrol car out on my way so that's better than nothing, I"ll 
take it. 

Actually alerting people when a mugging has happened on campus.  I know of two, and never got an email about 
this happening. 

better presence in parking lots after dark 

Security personnel and cameras in all parking lots, better lighting and more frequent patrolling of outdoor pathways 
around campus 

If we ever get shot up like Uvalde, please actually come save us 

I love the offering of the active harmer and stop the bleed.  I have every intention of taking those, but have not yet 
registered. 

None 

more monitoring of buildings where there are clinics 

Doing Fine 

make it clear whether a building is or is not open to the public so people know whether to report un-badged 



individuals or not 

None - they do not need improvement 

Roam of buildings esp during closing hours 

Maybe a class on vigilance that can be used on campus and beyond. 

Harsher rules in relation to conceal carry on campus. More panic buttons and requited safety procedures for new 
employees 

Remove trespassers/squatters 

Give university personnell speeding warnings or tickets, keep golf carts off of pedestrian sidewalks, add more blue 
light poles in open areas 

I got nothing, we appreciate you very much 

Better communication with the campus community on your capabilities and response times to threats; better 
communication on how/when we can use you (e.g., civil standby for employee conversations when aggression is a 
consideration) 

Better Train your mall cops, some of them act like entitled assholes, profiling people and treating employees like 
trash and talking to them, calling out to them and verbally bashing them because they drive trucks. 

disband 

security cameras on parking lots 

be vigilant about car theft related crimes 

control homeless population within campus 

I believe in order to keep staff and clients safe,  there should be an officer on call for specifically this campus from 
12am-5am... There are police officers stationed at schools, and this is a significantly higher risk community. And to 
do a routine perimeter check every hour for suspicious activity. The majority of traffic in this area is consistently the 
same people. An officer to be familiar with this area and it's routine could serve beneficial to the overall campus. 

more patrol on campus, especially after dark 

Presence and patrol 

more visability in parking lots especially. 

Suggest patrols of all parking areas, not just the high-priced ones. 

Remove Police from Campus 

More patrols at night, more lights outside 

Make it so theifs can't get into the parking garages on campus as easily 

I worked at another higher ed institution in Denver and the police/security officers there used to walk through each 
building and enter all departments and say hello. It was good because then staff/faculty could then recognize 
officers and officer started to recognize and remember regular staff in different locations. I know that's a massive 
task, but it built confidence all around. Being able to identify at least some employees during incidents also makes it 
safer for the officers involved. 

Better monitoring of garages/parking lots 

Speeding/running stop signs enforcement. Crosswalks aren't even safe. 



The parking situation needs to be better for employees around the new Health Sciences building. My badge doesn't 
open the parking garage, the Breckenridge and Aspen lots fill up too quickly for me to be able to find a spot 
anywhere nearby, and you can't park in the pay lot for more than 4 hours. I commute from Broomfield. I need to be 
able to park safely. 

security cameras 

Since I am hear for about half a year I cannot give any suggestions for improvement of the police department. 

Please install traffic lights on montview so peds can cross safely! 

We have been restricted to enter the research building to use a walk through but when walking so far to get to the 
hospital parking outback. safety reasons and weather reasons would be helpful. I generally would enter the building 
to be out of the winter snowy sidewalks and cold along with being approached by homeless or other characters 
wondering about. 

Monitor the parking lots more heavily 

Please open access to the laboratories for multiple investigators 

Officers present in employee parking lots.  I feel very vulnerable when walking to my car alone in the evening after 
work. 

Late night escort service. More open building access during the day would feel appropriate for a University setting as 
we emerge from COVID. 

Taking a look at CSPD mindfulness training for officers and increased emphasis on constitutional policing. 
Commander Mike Velasquez, CSPD is a great resource for this. 

be a visible presence in places cars can't go. be seen in the buidings and parking garages when it id dark out. better 
communitcation explaining to people about why using the motorized openers on doors is dumb and lets in 
tailgaters.  Tell people about the crime that is happening instead of letting it come out in rumors.. 

i have no idea 

Follow up from police to victim regardless of what was found or not found on camera 

Good ideas. I would like to see them once in awhile. I would like to know they are around at 6:45 am and they are 
observing me walking by construction workers who are staring at me. I wonder about the Leprino building.  People 
ask to get in that do not have badges. The security staff at the front acts uninvolved and rarely makes eye contact.  I 
think it takes a village to be safe. I do read all your email announcements. I am aware from these there have been 
some problems over the last 6 months.  No one has time to take classes. I think if someone forgot their badge they 
need to come into the Leprino bldg and have the desk person verify they belong in the building.  That they are a 
university staff or UCH staff.  There are ways you can enlist help.   I thinl having a higher presence is the least you 
can do.  Be around.  Be approachable.  wear clothing that clearly demonstrates you are police.  A Yellow or bright 
colored windbreaker that says police on it.  You can see it from a distance that way.  What about these covid clinics 
... I know we need to be open somewhat to the public.  But you may be inviting people here that should not be 
coming.  Maybe work with the medical staff and have clinics when the weather is nice and outside on a parking lot 
with tents.  Not in and around the buildings. Have others share responsibility to do this.  One time have the VA do it, 
another time have the Vets home do it on their parking lot.  Have everyone on campus share responsibility. The last 
notice I got was suggesting I go to a UCH for my 4th booster. To sign up and make an appt.  What about asking 
people to go to their own provider if possible first, or allow time off like voting.  Some employers give you a two 
hour window to get to work after you have voted.  Maybe have a clinic outside one day and have people line up at 
the Parking lot at University Hospital.  4th booster available M W or Fri.   I bet you would get more than 50% of 
campus staff.  If people do not come tell them they must get it at other locations off campus.  I think covid has 
effected the safety of our staff too. 

Im not sure if there is much to improve on. I think our University Police are as professionalas anyone who puts on 
the uniform 

on Montview. If the University is going to continue to expand north, Montview needs to be safer. 



Address the homeless population with Leaders of the City of Aurora and relocate the Aurora Day Shelter 

Would love a female self defense course 

a higher population of security/police staff on the north side of campus. I see them more frequently the closer I am 
to the UCH hospitals and medical buildings, but less so when I am closer to Building 500 or the new apartments. 

Evaluate all cross walks to ensure proper lighting 

we may not need more officers necessarily but the visibility is important.  the stronger the access control and 
prevention of public in restricted areas, the better.   and more visibility in parking ramps and areas would be great. 

increase patrol around T36 CSB 

Create and enforce policies to punish people for harassment, assaults, and other violent crimes to dissuade people 
from committing these crimes so readily and without fear of consequence. 

After hours local ride program for campus users who live close by but don't feel safe walking home. 

I think many of the things which make me feel unsafe are not due to officers it’s the environment. I do not want to 
see homelessness criminalized, but I would like building entrances/exits designed with more safety in mind. Existing 
buildings cannot be completely modified, but better lighting, glass coating to allow us to see out of key 
buildings(library) at night and cameras with better quality to actually be of use. If Strauss had cameras at the 
entrance/exit and displayed this on a monitor so I could see BEFORE I was outside I’d feel better. I’d also feel better 
if the library was no longer badge-access only because people would not be waiting outside. 

more closely monitor parking lots for crime and suspicious activity 

assistance getting from vehicle to office and vice versa, especially after hours (not having to ride in the back of a 
police car to do it) 

Everyone who is campus member (e.g., staff, student, and faculty) should have access to every building during 
normal business hours through their badge 

slow process with security badging could be improved. 

Increase visibility of Aurora police outside perimeters of campus (partnership) 

Actually quite impressed with all of the communications and offerings/trainings. I believe visibility and transparency 
are crucial for the public to see how hard you guys work 

Staffing at Rock lot 

Greater presence near parking lots at night. 

Meet more with administrative leaders of services offered 

None, doing a great job 

More presence at night 

Presence in parking lots or shuttle 

Many of us work after hours and there is obvious staffing 

Decrease police presence, decrease police having lethal means 

Increased parking lot patrols to deter the bad guys 

Patrol garages regularly. I've never seen a police car or officer in a garage 

Better surveillance of East Rock Lot, bike racks 



More traffic enforcement to include vehicles that fail to yield to pedestrians and speeding on Montview.. 

Have more of a visible presence at the end of work shifts. So walking to your vehicle in a parking lot feels more safe. 

fixing parking areas that are not well lit and have blind spots. Henderson Garage is woefully underlit with blindspots 
near and around stairwells (especially in the basement) which make me uncomfortable when walking to/from my 
car 

You are fine 

Try to remove homeless people from loitering on campus and in parking lots. Perform more patrols due to the 
dramatic increase in motor vehicle thefts and break-ins 

cameras monitor of the parking lot 

When I visit my office there still are often not a lot of coworkers around. I feel much safer with badge-only building 
access and hope it continues in some form post-COVID (non-badge entrance restricted to certain doors, afternoon 
pre-sunset time cut-offs for unrestricted entry, etc.) 

More bike enforcement? What a joke. Disgusting proposal. 

i don't know how many cameras are set up but the recent car thefts or vehicle break in during the day suggest more 
monitoring is needed to capture the photo of the person involved 

Protect and preserve the morale and working conditions of officers so that they are able to perform at their best. 

Getting a speeding ticket is the worst, yet I feel we have a terrible speeding problem on Montview and 19th.  
Perhaps instead of fines/penalties we could have speed indicators or other ways to remind people to slow down due 
to heavy pedestrian traffic.  I would LOVE to see our buildings unlocked - creates an even more exclusive feel to 
campus and disconnects us from the community.  I've found our officers to be super helpful and kind, however, it's 
not possible to interact with them when they're in cars.  While it's not nice to get them outside and on foot/bike 
patrols in the winter, having engagement with the community will create a better sense of them being part of our 
team and it would be nice to get to interact with them more, even if it's just a smile and a wave. 

Honestly, i have not had any issues to date, but do not think that dangers do not lurk nearby.  I am always cognizant 
of my surroundings and pay attention, not sure that any more can be done or needs to be done. 

cars are speeding in the street so hard to turn to parking lot 

Better combined hospital and campus security 

Enforce the laws on the books.  Either officers are not looking or they are ignoring. 

pedestrian crossing safety 

better lighting in outdoor parking areas and the walkways leading to parking 

Security to monitor parking lots and garages so cars stop getting stolen and broken into 

regular patrols in Henderson garage including off hours 7p-7a 

access to police station/information on how to find police/turn in lost items 

More patrol of outside campus areas. 

patrol parking lots and garage more 

Ways in parking lots to deter possible theft/vandalism (e.g. more lighting at night, signs that say there are camera's 
watching the area, etc.) 

Ensure all blue phone lights are clearly visible and working 

Please do not remove badge access requirements for building access. 



Better building signage to protect those who might otherwise get lost and present as easy target to criminals; Better 
parking garage lighting and monitoring 

I have overall strongly supportive feelings towards LEOs, but minimal interactions. I am not always aware which 
issues are better directed to CU PD vs Aurora PD as I live in 21 Fitz so line can be blurry occasionally. Also in general 
VERY supportive of hiring more LEOs at CU PD! 

Get rid of the transients 

Need to increase parking security 

Additional presence patrolling, perhaps in parking lots (since that's where there's been theft) 

add the pedestrian crosswalk button on the north side of the Montview/CU Medicine building crosswalk. Also, 
enforcement for cars that run through that crosswalk. 

Had headphones and small electronics stolen in the lab space and not able to solve the crime. 

Garage and parking lot surveillance 

Particularly in parking lots. 

no guns on campus even with concealed carry permit 

  



Q13 - Are you familiar with the Annual Security and Fire Safety Report (as required by the 

Clery Act)? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Are you familiar with the Annual Security and 

Fire Safety Report (as required by the Clery 
Act)? 

1.00 2.00 1.55 0.50 0.25 765 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 44.58% 341 

2 No 55.42% 424 

 Total 100% 765 

  



Q14 - Are you familiar with the Safe Zone App? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Are you familiar with the Safe Zone App? 1.00 2.00 1.23 0.42 0.18 765 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 76.86% 588 

2 No 23.14% 177 

 Total 100% 765 

  



Q15 - Are you registered with Safe Zone? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Are you registered with Safe Zone? 1.00 2.00 1.51 0.50 0.25 763 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 49.15% 375 

2 No 50.85% 388 

 Total 100% 763 

  



Q16 - Please tell us what best describes your affiliation to the CU Anschutz Medical 

Campus: 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Please tell us what best describes your 

affiliation to the CU Anschutz Medical Campus: 
- Selected Choice 

1.00 17.00 2.44 1.75 3.06 765 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Faculty 30.85% 236 

2 Student 9.54% 73 

3 Staff 58.30% 446 

4 Affiliate 0.26% 2 

5 Parent 0.00% 0 



6 Family Member 0.00% 0 

17 Other (Please explain) 1.05% 8 

 Total 100% 765 

 

 

Q16_17_TEXT - Other (Please explain) 

Other (Please explain) - Text 

Student & Staff 

Faculty and student 

postdoctoral fellow 

Student and Staff 

Faculty And student 

Postdoctoral Fellow 

postdoctoral fellow 

Resident Physician 

  



Q17 - Please indicate your affiliated school or department: 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Please indicate your affiliated school or 

department: - Selected Choice 
1.00 16.00 4.19 4.92 24.16 760 

 

 

 



# Answer % Count 

1 School of Medicine 60.92% 463 

2 Skaggs School of Pharmacy 4.08% 31 

3 School of Psychiatry 0.66% 5 

4 College of Nursing 3.29% 25 

5 School of Dental Medicine 3.68% 28 

6 Graduate School 2.24% 17 

7 Physician’s Assistant Program 0.39% 3 

8 Physical Therapy Program 1.45% 11 

9 School of Public Health 4.61% 35 

10 Central Services Administration 4.47% 34 

11 CU Medicine 2.11% 16 

12 University of Colorado Hospital 1.84% 14 

13 Children’s Hospital Colorado 1.71% 13 

14 Academic & Student Affairs 1.05% 8 

15 Fitzsimmons Innovation Community 0.26% 2 

16 Other (Please explain) 7.24% 55 

 Total 100% 760 

 

 

Q17_16_TEXT - Other (Please explain) 

Other (Please explain) - Text 

Marcus Institute for Brain Health 

Office of Advancement 

MIBH 

Strauss Library 

Advancement 

Children's faculty 

RFW addiction research 

The CAPE 



Office of Laboratory Animal Resources 

CO Sickle Cell Center 

Research personnel 

Strauss Health Sciences Library 

Office of Advancement 

Library 

PD 

Facit 

Center for Bioethics and Humanities 

CCTSI 

Facilities 

Facilities 

Facilities 

Facilities Management 

HR 

Office of Advancement 

Office of Advancement 

CU Staff 

Advancement 

Facilities 

OLAR 

Administration 

ARTS/ RFW 

Physician Assistant Program (NOT Physician'S) 

Dean's Office 

N/A 

Gates Bio Facility 

research administration 

Facilities Staff - located at Campus Services Bldg 

Office of Comms 



Facilities Management 

CU Anschutz Facilities 

University Facilities 

School of medicine and college of nursing 

Building operations 

Facilities Management 

Vice Chancellor's Office of Health Affairs 

Strauss Library 

Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs 

OCVR 

EHS 

Facilities 

Strauss Library 

Office of Advancement 

EHS 

  



Q18 - To which gender do you most identify? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 To which gender do you most identify? 1.00 6.00 1.42 0.86 0.75 760 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Female 68.42% 520 

2 Male 28.68% 218 

3 Gender variant/non-conforming 0.26% 2 

4 Transgender Female 0.13% 1 

5 Transgender Male 0.13% 1 

6 Prefer not to answer 2.37% 18 

 Total 100% 760 

  



Q19 - What is your age group? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 What is your age group? 2.00 8.00 4.49 1.44 2.08 762 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Under 18 years old 0.00% 0 

2 18-24 years old 4.86% 37 

3 25-34 years old 25.98% 198 

4 35-44 years old 22.31% 170 

5 45-54 years old 19.03% 145 



6 55-64 years old 20.21% 154 

7 65+ years old 4.99% 38 

8 Prefer not to answer 2.62% 20 

 Total 100% 762 

  



Q20 - Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish 

origin? 
1.00 3.00 1.95 0.40 0.16 759 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 10.41% 79 

2 No 83.79% 636 

3 Prefer not to answer 5.80% 44 

 Total 100% 759 

  



Q21 - How would you describe yourself? 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 How would you describe yourself? 1.00 7.00 4.95 1.10 1.22 753 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 American Indian or Alaskan Native 1.06% 8 

2 Asian 5.71% 43 

3 Black or African American 2.92% 22 

4 Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 0.40% 3 

5 White or Caucasian 76.10% 573 



6 Multi-racial 4.52% 34 

7 Prefer not to answer 9.30% 70 

 Total 100% 753 

  



Q22 - Thank you for taking time to participate in our survey, please share any other 

comments or feedback you have regarding your interactions with members of the Police 

Department. 

 

Thank you for taking time to participate in our survey, please share any other comments or feedback you have 
regarding your interactions with members of the Police Department. 

Active shooters in hospital and medical complexes!  Copy cat Tulsa shooter.  Shooter can enter any building at any 
time and campus police have NO presence. It is terrifying. 

Thanks for all you do! 

Any time I email or call I'm usually sent some where else and don't receive any direct help. I feel like I'm given the 
run around which doesn't make me feel very safe. 

what’s gotten less attention is that workers in nearly every sector say they’ve experienced a dramatic increase in 
abusive behavior from the public. But some of it, surely, is due to the change in our political discourse—today’s 
political forces are increasingly invested in keeping people angry and have normalized new levels of violent rhetoric 
(and actual violence), and we’re still reeling from a president who threw out normal rules of civility and gave people 
permission to be openly rude. 

I have not had any interactions with the Police Department so my rating of neither good nor bad is do to no 
interaction. 

I actually disagree with disabling the blue emergency communication posts. Not everyone has the safety app or can 
easily access a cell phone. The blue light posts with integrated CCTV provides a way for people to reach campus 
safety personnel when accessing a cell phone is not possible 

I've only ever seen one police officer, the same one, whenever I do see any security. 

I have had great experiences with everyone in the Police Department with whom I have interacted over the years. 
Thank you! 

My answers about interactions with dept of safety employees were all neither agree nor disagree as I have never 
interacted with any employees in this department. 

I think that as the campus gets busier and busier post-pandemic, it will be important for officers just to be visible 
and approachable on campus.  It's so nice to see officers out and available, and makes everybody feel safe. 

A goose had trying to bite me several times when I was walking across campus. The next day Officer Lester, told me 
that the goose was gone. Thanks! 

campus feels safe - have not had occasion to interact with police but feel good about their presence 

Thank you for all that you do to keep the campus safe and for teaching us to be partners in that safety. 

I would like to see more trainings other than Stop the Bleeding and Hammer Response. 

Thanks for what you do to help keep our campus safe! Appreciate your team! 

Please keep buildings as badge access only. I feel much safer that way. Also, please put in a badge portal in AO1 at 
the middle door. Thank you. 

I started right before COVID and have worked from home most of the time.  When on campus, I normally go to my 
office and I am there for the day.  I have not have much interaction with the campus police, except during an event 
that happened in the evening.  They were great then.  Thank you! 

I have had limited interactions w/the police dept (apart from occasionally passing by on campus) 

No, I do not feel safe on a daily basis.  My building is barely secure.  In light of recent events police department 
should be in an all-out/all hands-on deck safety tour.  Present and visible all day every day.  Where are you and what 
are you doing?  You need to go on a PR tour and meet & greet every group in every building.  Why not?  I come to 



work knowing that the locked doors to my building are flimsy and easily breached.  I just "hope for the best and 
when my number is up"....  This open campus is very vulnerable, and I consider Aurora as a whole a sketchy 
neighborhood and worry what would happen if the very incompetent Aurora police had to respond to incident on 
campus. 

Fix the car theft and vandalism problem 

There is no guide to fire arms insecurity, specially at Children's. We understand that the state is a "carry fire arm 
free" state, but the University and Children's should help putting forth, legislation to restrict firearms in pediatric 
hospitals and wards. 

I haven't had any interaction, other than safety alerts via text/email.  Those are informative.  I worry about gun 
violence affecting the campus 

I currently work the over night shift at RFW and have resigned. One of the few reasons for my leaving is because of 
the stress and anxiety this building has given me. Granted, I do have trauma related so I may be in a heightened 
state of anxiety over night... However, deadbolts on all 4 entry points and a security feed of the front of house, back 
of house and common areas in house would have settled my nerves by a lot.  These surveys are helpful, I hope. 
Thank you 

thank you :) 

i am a new employee to campus and I am very pleased so far 

Thank you for your efforts. 

There is poor data supporting active harmer trainings as being helpful. At least as most are performed and held. 
Worst are these play acting sessions. There is good data that acting out these active harmer trainings is in fact 
damaging. Stop holding these sessions please. 

I am afraid of mass shooting. I would like to have training what to do when we encounter with shooter. 

Thanks to all of the officers and staff of the Police and Security departments who work hard to keep our campus 
safe.  Please provide the numbers and equipment/aids they need to do their job efficiently and safely. 

I don't think any police department can be prepared or adequately staffed to address current threats in our 
communities.  In general - most nervous about walking around campus at night - between buildings and to parking 
areas 

The police department was great. 

Thanks for being proactive with this survey. I appreciate your efforts to keep our campus safe 

Thank you for making me feel safe and supported over the last 10+ years. Sayers, Oscar, Joseph, Kevin, Torres, Mike, 
and Dave are just a few of the people who are so appreciated by me. Thank you! 

I think the police dept is highly professional.  You do a very good job of providing security and support without 
becoming intrusive on the spirit of open community that is essential to an academic environment. I know you are 
always close by if you are needed. I would not be comfortable with excessive police presence on campus, even in 
the name of greater security. 

Thank you for your service and keeping our campus safe. I appreciate the timely warning bulletins and security 
updates by text and email when there is a time-sensitive notification. 

The police officer in campus used to bring too much traffic violation tickets to who with not very good English 
speaking! 

More opportunity to attend classes such as active harmer or bleed control. 

I feel very safe on this campus; thank you for everything that you do! 

I ride a bike to campus, which is NOT bike friendly.  Please do not increase traffic regulation of cyclists without first 
ensuring safe bike lanes. 

It saddened me when Vanessa Wilson was fired from the department and that the officers who killed Elijah McClain 



are still employed with the department. We want to increase feelings of safety for our diverse students and staff, 
and we cannot do so with a racist police station on campus that is incredibly resistant to addressing its past 
misdeeds and creating an actual plan to change. 

I got accosted by an inebriated homeless person near the VA hospital when I went for a walk 

I really appreciate the officers/security when they walk by or stop by just to see how things are going. 

They’re friendly and helpful 

My interactions have been nothing but good.  It would just be nice to see your presence more. 

:)  Overall I love y'all, so THANK YOU for your service. &lt;3 

I have only been here 5 months but feel safe ! 

The safe zone app requires digging your phone out of you bag, or winter coat, then unlock it to make it work.  Not 
very practical in a mugging, or when you are being confronted by someone in a threatening manner, or while 
running away. It does not make me feel safer at all and because it isn’t standard, it isn’t the first thing I think of in an 
emergency. 

I get the security email about breaking into cars or following women’s cars and mugging them and it really scares 
me. 

better lighting in the gravel parking lots 

Do more cool classes like the harm class in the blood bleeding class 

I have always had such a pleasant interaction with our uniformed officers on campus. I'm grateful for them and look 
forward to continuing to build a strong rapport with any that I encounter. 

The officers I met were very nice! 

I've had an officer help me when my car battery died and I was stuck inside a parking garage. I really appreciated it 
and they were quick, helpful, and awesome! 

Im mostly offsite, just taking this cause my boss told me to. 

Thank you for working to protect us! 

I want to be on safesone, but it won't let me in. Mr. Bogema is trying to help. I find all staff that I have interacted 
with exceptionally polite and useful, so if I hit any choice that does not reflect this, please alter the results. The 
police and staff are 10/10 so far. Even those watching traffic and parking. 

I rarely see people who look like me on campus and would like to see more intention when it comes to bringing 
officers who represent the community especially since APD doesn't have the best reputation after the death of Elijah 
McClain. 

Although I am not on campus very often, whenever I have needed anything, Campus Police have been there. Thank 
you! 

The Police Department at CU Anschutz Medical Campus is superb! I work regularly with employees in various areas 
of this department and each of them has exhibited caring and professional behavior. They are easy to approach and 
exemplify the quality for which CU is known. Proof of the department's great work is annually seen in the Clery 
report. Chief Repola's leadership is appreciated. Thanks to all of the Police Department employees! 

I think they do a very good job for us.  I appreciate the courses given and norifications. 

Can there be more spots available for some of the trainings? It's very difficult to get into some of them. Or have an 
option available for departments to request a specific training just for their staff. There used to be a training offered 
for first responder first aid where at the end you got a little kit, but that always fills up immediately. I also think 
more live active harmer training that includes staff would be helpful. As for traffic, I think a few more of the blinking 
stop signs and perhaps some more speed bumps would be great. Places for blinking stop signs would be, the 4 way 
stop coming from T36 to the parking lots by the CUP, in between the parking garage and V20, and the 4 way stop in 



between the 400's and parade grounds. Along Racine needs speed bumps as well as along 19th by the 400's before 
you get to the raised cross walk at R2. People go crazy fast in those locations. 

I think that seeing the police pass by and say hi or just there presents helps me feel safe. My interactions with 
officers or security personnel have been pleasant. Having them come by to pickup important lost items is great. 
Thanks for the work you are doing! 

Every interaction has been professional, kind and courteous 

The Active Harmer training was very good. The police men didn't mince words. They were honest with the reality of 
an active harmer situation, were well informed and were able to answer questions, and were engaging presenters. I 
appreciate the training more than you know. Thank you. 

The campus patrol on foot have always been very friendly and helpful. The woman in the badge dept was incredibly 
rude and abrasive every time I visited. Active harder training left lot to be desired, including knowledge of safety 
points and panic buttons. 

Keep up the good work Police Chief Randy and all the officers. Why is the new AHSB currently unlocked 7 days a 
week? 

Please keep an eye on the parking garage. Please help gross/sexual stuff from occurring in the garages and 
elsewhere. Recruit facilities or someone to clean up after the lewd acts have occurred in certain areas of the 
campus. 

Thank you for helping keep us safe on our campus! 

I support the police--thank you for your service!! 

Please note not seeing on bikes and walking during winter months is not expected but I put rarely as I was gauging 
recent activity. 

The officer I spoke with was very concerned about my encounter with the man who chased me on campus. He also 
said if I wanted a police safety escort to have when I go on a walk on campus, that my request would likely be 
honored. 

Thank you for all your do, each member of your staff I have interacted with is so caring and helpful, they are truly a 
great group and we so appreciate all you do to support our campus. 

Sergeant Sayers is always great to interact with and he does a wonderful job of representing the Department and 
the University.  I always enjoy it when we can have a brief chat.  He represents the badge and the Law Enforcement 
community in a positive, meaningful way. 

Would be interested to have more secure places to store bicycles on campus.  For example, badge access lockers 
within parking garages. 

very nice and friendly officers 

Chief Repola and team have been great partners throughout COVID. 

I think that, for the most part, our campus police are great.  I think that lighting can be improved around campus, 
especially early morning in the spring when the time changes and in the fall when it's dark early in the morning and 
also in the early afternoon.  I also think there needs to be more of a presence around the construction walkway on 
Aurora Court in the early mornings and also in the late afternoon, when lighting isn't the greatest.  Thank you. 

The officers are wonderful. We need more. We need more visibility of them to deter crime. The parking lots feel 
unsafe. I appreciate their work. 

Everyone that I have been in contact since moving into AHSB have been very professional and reactive to my issues. 

thank you for your time and consideration 

I'm part of the SOM, but I actually work in Children's Hospital, so I see CHCO security a lot more than University 
policie/security 

Love Rachel! 



The PD's sponsored events have been very good. I took the Active Shooter training and the officers were sensitive to 
the topic and knowledgeable. We had "Coffee with a Cop", before the pandemic. My personal interactions with the 
PD officers have been positive. I appreciate the PD as a whole and honor each member. I also think that those of us 
coming to campus are facing a less populated place, feeling like there is less help in the event of an incident. 

Please remove police department from campus. 

Always quick to respond and very kind! 

N/A. 

My car window got smashed and shattered and my purse taken in the visitor parking garage at UCHealth. It would 
be nice if they weren't able to get in here to do this or if there was someone designated to watch each parking 
garage more closely. 

Thank you for all that to keep our campus a safe place to work! 

okay so re: having the food pantry in the police building. I guess I understand this for security reasons but I feel like 
this may make student populations who are uncomfortable or untrusting with police less likely to visit the food 
pantry and worry this may be creating a gap in who is visiting the pantry. I was really surprised when I visited at how 
nice it was, and grateful for how it helped me extend my budget a bit that month by providing a few healthy items. 
And I'm not sure enough students know it even exists! Furthermore, the building itself is a little nondescript and as a 
first year student who had never even been to campus before I moved for school, I had issues figuring out where it 
was, where to park, and where to go in or how. I am not sure what the reason is for placing the pantry there, but I 
feel like a more centralized location on campus (like the building with Woodgrain or maybe somewhere in the library 
area) would make this a more accessible service to students. I'm also placing this comment here because I'm not 
sure who to share it with anyway-- so to our campus PD, if this is more suited for student affairs' role, please pass it 
along. 

Thanks for your hard work. 

I work part-time from home and not on campus much, but do appreciate seeing patrol cars around after hours and 
know that regular security guard walk-throughs occur in BS2. 

I believe the police staff in the university perform their duties with professionalism, strong responsibility, and 
unwavering commitment to serve and protect the community. I heartfully thank for your service to make us safe. 

My interactions with the Security, Police, and badging office have been positive.  Thank you! 

Thank you for all that you do to keep us safe! 

Thank you for doing what you do to keep our CU community safe! 

Everyone is doing great 

The Safe App is not helpful in an emergency as you have to unlock your phone to get to it.  It is an easy step to mess 
up in when scared or panicked. 

Concerned about the email/report about catalytic converter theft on campus at the moment. 

Police have a hard job. I am thankful they are on campus. I would like them to have a higher presence. I would like to 
see them walking though the parking lots occasionally. Just like we have to do.  I think that in and of it self with deter 
people. 

I'm most worried about vehicle thefts and personal assault in the parking lots 

Thank you and keep up the great work. We all appreciate you. 

you guys are great 

please bring back the drug disposal bin!  That was really helpful. 



My friends have been chased at night while walking from the library to their apartment, which is less than 1 block 
away. This is extremely concerning and not the first time I've heard of a situation like this. I have only ever seen 
patrol CARS, never officers on foot/bikes, which probably contributes to this problem. A patrol car can only access 
roads around campus, while walkways are safe for such instances to occur. If there were more foot/bike patrols, 
homeless/non-campus affiliated people might be less likely to be on campus 

I lost some keys on campus and have struggled to find a Lost and Found. Having a clear spot for lost and found 
would be great. I've seen other universities have a very competent and efficient system to log lost items and retrieve 
them when found. 

thank you for your efforts to keep us safe. 

You all do a great job.  Thanks for what you do and how you do it. You're absolutely underappreciated and over-
criticized. 

They have been friendly in all my interactions. 

I would recommend: 1. Enforcement of pedestrian crosswalks across Montview; maybe consider speedbumps. 2. 
Photo-enforcement of vehicular laws at the intersection of Peoria and Montview 3. Beat patrol-police walking 
through campus. 

I have not been on campus for two years. I teach online. I believe the police has always been there for me. 

It was difficult to respond accurately because during the last 2 years, teaching was done remotely and o was not on 
campus. 

Before I transitioned to working remotely, all of my interactions with the Police Department were positive.  It is 
difficult for me to comment now as I am only on campus for relatively short durations of time and always during 
daytime hours (both weekdays and weekends). 

Full support! &lt;3 

very professional and courteous. never had a concern, my lack of confidence in skills as I had no reason to interact 
other than passing by.  In future surveys include not applicable, otherwise my responses were skewed to 
indifference 

Thank you! I have been on campus for ten years and feel there is more of a presence, updated security measures 
such as panic buttons in classrooms along etc. Hope we never experience a need for any of these measures but 
appreciate planning for the worst. I think I also notice the wifi transmitters in stairwells to assist the app. Maybe 
more communication and what we are seeing could help others understand the measures that have been taken etc. 

I have not personally interact with on campus police department, so some questions I would say N/A 

They have all been good! 

I feel safe on campus and appreciate the security measures taken on campus 

It would be helpful to have language vetted prior to presenting active harmer training. When I took this training, 
there was a racially (stereotypical) charged description/words used when talking about a suspect situation. I feared I 
might be overthinking what I heard, but other colleagues also expressed the same. Please just be mindful that you 
are speaking to an audience that is working on being more inclusive and words matter. I do not want to name a 
specific officer, because I believe we can all learn and grow together without pointing fingers. The training was very 
helpful. Thank you for the work you do. 

The gender friendly restrooms on the 1st floor are an error waiting for something BAD to happen. It would be best if 
they were gender identity approval. Meaning what ever you identify with is the restroom you're welcome to us. It is 
an insult to see a male in the restroom with me. I'd rather pee my pants. 

With only working 1 day/week on campus, it is hard to tell the consistency of  security.  I receive the emails about 
car theft and myself park in the Henderson garage which his decent but not great lighting.  There are not a lot of 
staff on campus as their used to be, but typically there are at least students walking to and from the parking garage 
which makes me feel more safe that there are others around.  With the buildings locked, I still notice that some will 
wait to walk in with others. 



Generally feel very safe on campus but have never seen police officers, other than checking for speed first thing in 
the morning. Would be nice to occasionally see officers patrolling campus. 

Stay safe 

Please install speed bumps on the Montview crosswalks. 

I’ve experienced a handful of negative interactions going to my car by what appears to be homeless individuals. I’d 
feel more safe if there was a visible police presence at the end of work shifts (4-5pm). 

I have been working from home the past two years -- I make it to the campus 2-3 times a month for an hour or so 

I've had many positive interactions with police and security-some of who I know well. I think being seen and 
interacting with staff, students, etc... goes a long way to make people feel comfortable and safe on campus. 

Again, the crosswalks on montview near the rock lots are so dangerous. Would love to see a raised 
crosswalk/skybridge to help protect pedestrians. 

Crosswalk across Montview is VERY poorly lit at night and have almost been hit by a car while crossing at night. Also 
no one slows down there even during the day to let you cross 

If you increase Bike Traffic Enforcement or whatever you call it I will battle this department with every legal 
challenge I can muster. You should be encouraging cycling. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback and thank you for all you do! 

The classes that I took with the department were really great. I generally feel safe but news of thefts of break-ins in 
the parking garages even during the day makes me feel uneasy. It just shows you that things have changed and you 
have to stay vigilant. 

I think the police and security on campus are great overall.  I am not sure exactly what building restrictions are, but I 
think after business hours that buildings should be restricted to affiliates only.  It can feel unsafe to be the only one 
in a building if you work early or late if everyone on campus has access to it. 

Thank you for doing all that you already do, I understand your jobs can be very challenging. Be safe. 

I think staffing should be increased, with an increased presence of foot patrols. Though most crime is limited to 
Colfax itself, the proximity to that area makes the campus inherently more dangerous than other places. As a 
Paramedic that worked for the city of Aurora, I am very familiar with the mischief that goes on at night. Staff and 
student safety should be taken more seriously. 

Thank you for the good work you are doing as the campus Police Department. The officers I have interacted with on 
the phone and in-person have been professional. 

Last week a police officer was stationed outside the new “university of colorado anschutz” building on the way to 
Breckenridge parking lot at dark (between 8p and 12:00a) and it significantly eased my fears. 

Thanks for the work you are doing as it makes the campus a safer place to work. 

Keep up the good work! I appreciate you! 

Leadership, officers, dispatchers, badging personnel, and electronic security - all of whom I work with, are 
consistently pleasant, professional, knowledgeable and go above and beyond in performance of their duties.  I think 
the campus police culture is outstanding.  Please do not outsource this service, as this team of employees are 
invaluable. 

I have great respect for Chief Repola and understand that recruiting and retention are difficult. 

I have rarely been on campus since the Before Times (pre-pandemic); many of these survey questions do not apply 
to my recent interactions as I've had none. 

I'm really happy to have Police Dept staff on campus. 

The badging office rocks - their response time to my regular requests is amazing, they are professional, and 
especially with our locked buildings, their work is essential to our students' educations.  I appreciate their work and 
they are probably the most underappreciated team on campus. 



Fortunately I have not had the opportunity to work with the University Police department. My answers are reflective 
of that lack of interaction, not the competence of the police department. 

People drive so fast on the street, it is hard to turn to road from parking lot, maybe we need some lights. Some 
people also drive so fast in closed parking lots. 

Thank you for all your hard work in making sure everyone is safe! 

There needs to be a larger security presence around the hospital. The car jacking and car thefts and vehicle break ins 
are concerning. Building access should stay restricted, since before COVID it was common to have non campus 
people inside of our buildings (especially the library). 

Thank you for all you do 

It is a hard job, and I appreciate all efforts provided to keep the campus safe! 

I hope the buildings remain badge access only. There have been fewer people wandering in the building since this 
was initiated. We have had fewer items come up missing since the pandemic limited the building access. 

All of my interactions have been pleasant and productive. It would be helpful if a self defense class was offered on 
campus. 

restoration of call boxes in the outlying parking areas, i.e. Henderson Garage,  when expecting someone to use the 
SafeZone app during a perceived threat is rediculous! Mainly because you expect them to use their cell phone, when 
at that point it becomes fight or flight situation,  the lack of safety patrols is a liability for the campus and harm 
events and bad actors on campus is increasing.  I work a variety of shifts and find it VERY unsafe going to my vehicle.  
The uptick in vehicle thefts is unacceptable for a major university medical campus, these issues need to be 
addressed now before some major event happens.  It is the expectation of anyone employed at the University of 
Colorado on the Anschutz campus to expect a safe environment, including the expectation of a safe environment for 
our vehicles,  this not the case now and need to be immediately addressed.  In my years being employed here I have 
yet to see a campus police officer patrol the car park areas, on foot or bike patrol.  Unacceptable and will lead to 
litigation and intense negative media scrutiny if an event occurs.  Spend the money on hiring more patrols and 
installing safety measures .... the Aurora crime wave is coming on to the campus and I feel the UC is not addressing 
the issue! 

i found a lost credit card on campus and was unable to turn it in, tried calling the campus police # or locate a station 
at which to drop it off, there are no resources for these things and the number was unhelpful as was the safe zone 
app. 

Thank you for your prompt responses to dental school requests for assistance to include our numerous medical 
emergencies. 

One time long ago I had a flat tire when I went out to the parking lot at the end of the day.  Lacking equipment to 
change it at that time, I walked to the police building for assistance, and was promptly told that "we don't do that".  
Seems like something they should be able to do. 

Please request covered bike parking. 

I am more concerned about the violent crime occurring adjacent to the campus, but I know that issues can occur 
anywhere. I appreciate the police presence on campus, and I cannot thank you all enough for doing a very difficult 
job in these very difficult times. 

I will attend classes now that I am on campus.  Building access is very loose ie Fitzsimons. 

I fully support our police department.  They have a difficult job and they keep us safe.  Please keep up the good 
work.  We need more of you.  The transient/homeless/drug addicted population is a problem.  Is there a way to limit 
access to the parking garages?  Garage doors perhaps?  Badge access? 

Back the blue!! Thank you for all you do for our community - it is a tough job and you have my admiration and 
respect. THANK YOU! 

thanks for seeking community input! 

really appreciate everything you guys do!! Would be great to interact with your officers more, rarely much 



opportunity as general surgery resident. Appreciate your efforts to keep campus safe! 

Thanks for your service! 

More traffic officers needed on Montview Blvd. specially during morning and late afternoon. 

Safety in parking lots after dark seems to be an issue, including both personal safety and property. Not sure if that 
can be solved. Those planning to break the law appear more brazen to me--undeterred by cameras or other 
prevention methods. 

if we have more security vehicles around rock lots it will be great.  Police department here is very good 

Never interacted with the police, and now I am a full-time remote employee. So you can probably toss this survey. 

 


